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Abstract 

In view of the polysemy of mural images and the style difference among mural images painted in different dynas-
ties as well as the high energy costs of the traditional manual dynasty classification method, which resorts to mural 
texts and historical documents, this study proposed an adaptive enhancement capsule network (AECN) for auto-
matic dynasty identification of mural images. Based on the original capsule network, we introduced a preconvolu-
tion structure to extract the high-level features of the mural images from Mogao Grottoes, such as color and texture. 
Then, we added an even activation operation to the layers of the network to enhance the fitting performance of the 
model. Finally, we performed adaptive modifications on the capsule network to increase the gradient smoothness 
of the model, based on which to optimize the model and thus to increase its classification precision. With the self-
constructed DH1926 data set as the study subject, the proposed model achieved an accuracy of 84.44%, an average 
precision of 82.36%, an average recall rate of 83.75% and a comprehensive assessment score F1 of 83.96%. Compared 
with modified convolution neural networks and the original capsule network, the model proposed in study increased 
all the considered indices by more than 3%. It has a satisfactory fitting performance, which can extract the rich 
features of mural images at multiple levels and well express their semantic information. Furthermore, it has a higher 
accuracy and better robustness in the classification of the Mogao Grottoes murals, and therefore is of certain applica-
tion values and research significance.

Keywords: Preconvolution, Even layer activation, Adaptive enhancement, Capsule network, Mural dynasty 
classification
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Introduction
As the most primitive form of paintings, murals have 
become the most precious human cultural heritage. 
Mogao Grottoes, as the largest and best preserved 
mural art treasure house, continued through ten dynas-
ties in China’s history, and the murals produced in dif-
ferent dynasties exhibit different features in terms of 
human characters, colors and painting characteristics. 

To conduct deep research on these content-rich murals, 
a key step is to identify the dynasties they are subject to.

Digital technology has been extensively applied in 
research on traditional art works [1–3], such as the 
employment of machine learning and input vector 
for the classification of landscape painting images [4] 
and the application of attention-paid long-short term 
memory neural network-based multi-instance learning 
algorithm in Chinese painting image classification [5]. 
Currently, most of the existing methods for mural auto-
matic classification are based on computer vision, and 
some typical examples include the semantic retrieval 
model based on the relevance between the compositions 
of ancient murals and their semantics [6], the grouped 
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multi-instance method [7] and the overall contour-
based similarity measure method [8]. Although all these 
abovementioned traditional mural classification methods 
achieve certain effect when used for mural classification, 
they can only extract the low-level features of murals. 
Due to the subjectivity and diversity of mural images, 
none of them can fully extract the high-level features of 
murals, such as texture and color features.

Recent years has witnessed some meaningful explora-
tions into the application of deep learning in the field of 
mural dynasty classification [9, 10]. Zou et al. [9] selected 
660 mural images under the same subject of Flying-
Asparas. However, the selection of the mural images 
from the same category constitutes an overt limita-
tion of their study. Although both Zou et  al. [9] and Li 
et  al. [10] utilized convolutional neural network (CNN) 
for mural image classification, CNN failed to effectively 
extract class features such as hue and texture when faced 
with certain entities (e.g., people and buildings) in mural 
images.

Capsule network can perform feature detection accord-
ing to the feature information extracted from a mural 
image and then understand the image. Capsule network 
was originally proposed by the “father of deep learn-
ing” Geoffrey Hinton [11]. The outstanding features of 
capsule network lie in that it can well express the color 
and texture features of images and perform image clas-
sification based on the three-dimensional features of the 
image as well as the features owned by the images them-
selves. Capsule network has been applied in identifying 
and classifying hyperspectral images [12], fine-grained 
images [13]. Fashion-MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets 
[14] and medical images [15], and has obtained certain 
achievements. In recent years, modified capsule network 
models have been frequently applied in the classification 
of various types of images, such as breast cancer images 
[16], brain tissue images and tumor images [17], corneal 
images with and without noise [18], hyperspectral images 
[19], Google screenshot images of street view, houses 
and digital numbers [20] and texture images [21]. Cap-
sule network exhibits strong robustness and satisfactory 
performance in the task of image classification, which 
can accomplish mural image classification according to 
the diversity, subjective oneness, polysemy and texture 
complexity of the images. The capsules in the network 
contain rich feature information; the dynamic routing 
between capsules enables the network to dynamically 
learn the semantic information contained in the image, 
and in the meantime, it can retain the semantic informa-
tion during the training process of the entire network. 
Because of these merits, capsule network can effectively 
capture the texture feature and color gradient changes of 
the image and overcomes the problem of non-uniform 

illumination. It realizes the fitting of the color, texture 
and artistic features of mural images in the feature cap-
sule layer to finally determine the dynasties of the images 
and realize their dynasty-based classification. Therefore, 
capsule network is suitable for the feature extraction of 
mural images.

However, in original capsule network, the first sec-
tion is a single-layer convolution layer. Due to a simple 
structure, this layer cannot fully extract the features of 
mural images with complex colors and textures. There-
fore, in this study, we proposed an adaptive enhancement 
capsule network (AECN). In the proposed network, we 
increased the number of the convolution layers based 
on the original capsule network to extract the high-level 
features of images. To prevent the overfitting problem, 
we activated the added convolution layers evenly. In 
addition, we enhanced the adaptability of the proposed 
model to improve its final classification precision. These 
improvements enable the network to deeply extract the 
detailed features of mural images, such as color, texture 
and painting styles (e.g., methods for character line run-
ning, color matching and character outline representa-
tion), based on a small number of mural datasets, thereby 
realizing a higher accuracy and a stronger robustness in 
image classification.

Methodology
Related theories
Capsule network takes full advantage of the spatial hier-
archy of feature maps on the basis of the CNN. The basic 
principle of the capsule network is as follows. The feature 
capsule layer extracts the image features from the original 
image to form capsule feature maps, and then, the cat-
egory capsule layer maps each feature in the feature cap-
sule layer into the corresponding class. The parameters 
of the capsules in the network are updated via a dynamic 
routing algorithm. During the routing process, each cap-
sule is a vector, which serves as an input stimulus. Based 
on capsule calculation, the output capsule layer can be 
obtained. Each capsule retains the feature of spatial hier-
archy, which is transferred to the next category capsule 
layer for further processing. During the whole process, 
the mapping between capsule layers is realized via the 
dynamic routing algorithm.

The capsule ui that forms the capsule feature map in the 
feature capsule layer is multiplied with a weight matrix to 
obtain a temporary feature capsule tji, and the calculation 
formula is as follows:

where i represents the serial number of the feature in the 
feature capsule layer and j represents the serial number of 
certain category processing of the category capsule layer.

(1)tji = ui ·Wij
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The category capsule Sj to be output is obtained by 
multiplying the temporary feature capsule tji with the 
weight cji, and the calculation formula is as follows:

The output part of the capsule is the output category 
capsule Vj which is obtained after Sj is standardized with 
the squashing compression function. The calculation for-
mula is as follows:

Capsule network achieves a better result by updating 
the value of cji, and cji is updated via the weight probabil-
ity bij, which is calculated as follows:

where bij is calculated as follows:

Lastly, the length of Vj, i.e., the probability of the j cat-
egory, is calculated. Capsule network uses Margin loss as 
the loss function to obtain the loss L, whose calculation is 
as follows:

where n is the number of categories, Rj is the value of 
the one-hot type of labels, 1 and 0 represents a right cat-
egory and a wrong category, respectively, m+ and m− are 
the self-defined qualified upper threshold and unquali-
fied lower threshold, respectively, and vj is the average 
obtained after subtraction of the corresponding thresh-
olds from the predicted results during the training pro-
cess of the entire network followed by squaring (it is 
equivalent to the error of the Euclidean distance between 
the predicted result and the threshold).

Capsule network has a satisfactory classification effect 
on handwriting digit databases, such as MNIST. Com-
pared with handwriting digit images, however, mural 
images possess richer colors, more noticeable color gra-
dient variations and more complex texture features. Fur-
thermore, quite a large number of grotto mural images 
bear great similarities with paintings in both content 
and text. For these reasons, the direct use of the original 
capsule network will fail to extract the deep, abundant 

(2)Sj =
∑

i

cji · tji

(3)Vj = squashing(Sj) =
||Sj||

(1+ ||Sj||
2)

·
Sj

||Sj||

(4)cji = softmax(bji) =
exp(bji)

∑

k

exp(bki)

(5)bji = tji · Vj + bji

(6)
L =

1

n

∑

j

(Rjmax(0,m+− � vj �)
2+

�(1− Rj)max(0, � vj � −m−)2)

features of mural images, thereby causing an unsatis-
factory classification precision. To improve the dynasty 
recognition accuracy for the mural images of Mogao 
Grottoes and to achieve better retrieval, recognition and 
classification of the mural images produced in different 
historical periods, we proposed the current AECN.

AECN
Overall structure
The overall structure of the AECN proposed in this study 
is shown Fig. 1.

In the AECN, three layers of convolution are used to 
extract the two-dimensional features of the input image. 
These features are then conveyed to the feature capsule 
layer to form high dimensional feature capsules. Lastly, 
these capsules are mapped onto the classification out-
comes via the dynamic routing algorithm of the category 
capsule layer. The running time of the model is 1.5 h, and 
seven hidden layers are used.

In Fig. 1, “conv” represents a convolution layer. Follow-
ing it, the first parameter is the size of the convolution 
kernel, the second is the step of convolution and the third 
is the output layers of convolution. For instance, "conv-
3-1-64" means that a feature map experiences a convolu-
tion operation by a kernel with a size of 3 × 3 and a step 
of 2 to obtain a 64-layer feature map.

“PrimaryCaps” are the category capsule layers. The 
function of these layers is to abstract the features of the 
input image through one convolution operation and 
then seal these features into capsules. For instance, in 
“PrimaryCaps(conv-32-16-256)(8-32)”, the convolution 
operation is performed with a 32-size, 16-step kernel to 
obtain a 256-layer feature map, and the feature map is 
packaged into a 32-layer capsule feature map whose con-
tent length is 8.

“DigitCaps” are the category capsule layers. Each layer 
contains 10 categories capsules, whose function is to 
map the feature capsules in the feature capsule layer onto 
the category capsules. For instance, in “DigitCaps(32-6)
(8-16)16-6”, for each input vector, the input feature cap-
sule layer is transformed into 6 16-dimensional feature 
capsules via a capsule weight matrix whose floating point 
number is 8 × 16 and whose size is 32 × 6 to represent the 
vector length of a certain category capsule, i.e., the confi-
dence level of the target belong to a certain category.

The AECN adopts the Adam optimizer for the param-
eter optimization of the entire model, with a learning 
rate of 1 ×  10–9. The learning rate is updated using the 
gradient first- and second-order moments, which does 
not just increase the convergence rate of the model but 
obtains the optimal solution in the meantime as well. 
Adam optimizers integrate the merits of both the Adag-
rad optimizer and the RMSProp optimizer, and have the 
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advantages of a high calculation efficiency and low mem-
ory usage. In actual practice, they can satisfactorily pro-
cess noise samples and have certain annealing effect.

Improvements
Capsule network acquires the relationships between fea-
tures through capsule packaging of the extracted image 
features in the feature capsule layer, and then utilizes a 
dynamic routing algorithm to fit these relationships 
to construct the correspondence between classifica-
tion labels. Therefore, how to acquire the abundant fea-
ture and semantic information contained in the mural 
and how to prevent the occurrence of semantic gaps are 
the critical issues of capsule network in identifying the 
dynasties of ancient mural images.

In contrast, by increasing multiple preconvolution 
layers for feature extraction at a deeper level, the pro-
posed AECN can fully acquire the abundant feature and 
semantic information contained in the mural. The even 
activation for the convolution layers in the proposed 
AECN can prevent the problem of gradient disappear-
ance during back propagation, thereby improving the 
fitting performance of the model. Additionally, the 
parameter modifications of the feature capsule layer of 

the original capsule network can increase the adapt-
ability of the network, and the use of an adaptive opti-
mization algorithm can realize the optimization of 
the parameters of the entire preconvolution layer to 
increase the smoothness of the model.

(1) Introducing preconvolution layers to enhance the 
expressiveness of the network. The convolution sec-
tion of the original capsule network is no more than 
a convolution operation on the image for feature 
extraction. For ancient mural images with complex 
features (e.g., 224 × 224 × 3), such an operation 
cannot extract high-level, abstract features (these 
features can reflect the features of the target), which 
leads to a poor dynasty-based classification effect. 
Therefore, to obtain richer, more detailed features 
such as color and painting styles, more convolution 
layers are required. In this study, we used three con-
secutive convolution layers to replace the original 
single convolution layer in the original capsule net-
work to realize high-level, abstract feature extrac-
tion. The preconvolution section of the AECN is 
composed of three convolution layers, which is 
shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Overall structure of the adaptive enhancement capsule network proposed in this study
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   The inputs of the proposed ACEN are 
224 × 244 × 3-sized images. For the first convolu-
tion operation, 64 3 × 3-sized kernels are used. The 
convolution operation is moved on the original 
image, and both the horizontal and vertical steps 
are 2. Edge filling is performed using the “SAME” 
method. As the first convolution layer adopts 64 
kernels, the output is a 64-layer feature map. In the 
second convolution layer, 128 kernels that are the 
same as those in the first layer are used, and the 
output is a 128-layer feature map, i.e., 56 × 56 × 128. 
The third layer involves 256 3 × 3-sized kernels, and 
the output is 28 × 28 × 256.

   Through three preconvolution layers of small ker-
nels with a small operation step, the original image 
is pre-processed into multiple two-dimensional fea-
tures with better abstractness. These features are 
prepared to form later feature capsules with higher 
expressiveness.

(2) Adopting even activation for the convolution layers 
to improve their fitting performance. To prevent the 
problem of gradient disappearance of the preconvo-
lution part during back propagation, a suitable acti-
vation function is required to sort the features that 
are to be propagated to the next layer. To endow the 
proposed model with better fitting performance 
and a higher convergence rate, the activation func-
tion in the original network is replaced, and each of 
the convolution layers with newly-added preconvo-
lution is activated.

   In the ACEN, a Leaky ReLU activation function 
is used following each of the convolution layer. As 
a variant of the ReLU function, Leaky ReLU activa-
tion function is an unsaturated activation function. 
This function overcomes the phenomenon of nega-
tive neuron silencing, and therefore can accelerate 
the convergence of the model to a certain degree 
and prevent gradient diffusion. However, it allows 

gradient learning and thus solves the problem that 
neurons no longer learn after the ReLU function 
enters a negative interval, and thus possesses the 
merits of saturated activation functions such as Sig-
mod and Tanh. When a positive value is given to 
Leaky ReLU, the output outcome will be the origi-
nal data; when a negative value is input, the output 
will be the product between a non-zero slope and 
the original data. The mathematical expression of 
Leaky ReLU is as follows:

where yi represents the output, xi is the input, and a 
is a constant (its value is 5 in the ACEN). The image 
of the Leaky ReLU function is shown in Fig. 3.

 The Leaky ReLU activation function does not only 
improve the fitting performance of the network but 
solves the problem of gradient disappearance and 
increases the convergence rate of the network as 
well.

(3) Adjustment of the parameters of the feature capsule 
layers to improve the adaptability of the network. In 
the convolution section, the size of the input image 
and the number of the output categories belong to 

(7)yi =







xi if xi ≥ 0

1

a
xi if xi < 0

Fig. 2 Structure of the preconvolution part

Fig. 3 Leaky ReLU function
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different concepts. Therefore, adaptive changes are 
required for the convolution section. The original 
capsule network adopts one convolution opera-
tion for feature extraction. It uses 256 convolutions 
(size, 9 × 9) to operate upon the images whose size 
is 28 × 28 × 1 and obtains 20 × 20 × 256-sized fea-
ture maps. These feature maps are then input into 
the feature capsule layers for classification. In the 
ACEN, the addition of the preconvolution part 
enables the network to obtain 28 × 28 × 256-sized 
feature maps, which are then input into the feature 
capsule layers for further classification.

   In the AECN, the feature capsule layers are 
responsible for the transformation of the feature 
maps output by the convolution section into cap-
sules. The specific transformation process is that 
the 28 × 28 × 256-sized feature maps are trans-
formed into 14 × 14 × 256-sized feature maps via 
convolution operation. During this process, the 
feature maps are convoluted by 256 3 × 3-sized, 
2-step convolution kernels, and 50,176 features are 
obtained. These features are then divided according 
to the criterion of 8 features per group to form 6272 
capsules, whose size is 8 × 1. The parameters before 
and after adjustment are summarized in Table 1.

   The dynamic routing algorithm in the category 
capsule layer primarily consists of the routing 
between capsules and that inside the capsule. To 
adapt to the difference between the number of the 
input capsules and that the output categories in the 
feature capsule layer, the routing algorithm between 
capsules undergoes adaptive changes, which aims 
to improve the performance and expressiveness of 
the network model.

   Dynamic routing operates upon the feature cap-
sules (n = 6272) and weight matrixes, and then map 
the results into 6 category capsules (these capsules 
represent the final classification outcomes). That is, 
the 1 × 6276 feature capsule matrixes multiply the 

6276 × 6 weight matrix to obtain a 6 × 1 category 
capsule matrix. The elements of the category cap-
sule matrix are category capsules that represent 
different categories. The parameter changes of the 
category capsule layer are summarized in Table 2.

 The parameters of the routing inside the capsule 
remain unchanged. The feature capsules at a length 
of 8 (the length represents the length of the abstract 
feature in the image) and the weight matrix are 
operated and then mapped into the category cap-
sules at a length of 16 (this length represents the 
length of the category feature); that is, 1 × 8 feature 
capsule matrixes multiply a 8 × 16 weight matrix to 
obtain 16 × 1 category capsules. Finally, the length 
of each category capsule is calculated to obtain the 
confidence level of the output category belonging to 
the current category.

(4) Utilization of an adaptive learning rate algorithm 
to improve gradient smoothness. To let the gradi-
ent of the ACEN be smoother during training and 
thus to adapt to different target functions, we uti-
lized the Adam optimizer to optimize the parame-
ters involved in back propagation. The learning rate 
was defined at 1 ×  10–9 during optimization. Adam 
optimizer possesses a high calculation efficiency 
but requires a low memory. By calculating the first- 
and second-order moments of the loss gradient to 
update the learning rate, it is suitable to solve the 
problems such as gradients containing high noise 
or sparse gradients, thereby increasing the conver-
gence rate of the training model as well as obtaining 
optimal solutions.

Experiments
Environment
The hardware environment included an Intel CoreI5-
8250U 1.60 GHz processor, an NVIDIA Geforce MX150 
graphics card and 16  GB memory. We used the Win-
dows10 operating system and GPU-based deep learn-
ing frame to construct the software environment, with 
python3.7 as the programming language of the experi-
ment program.Table 1 Adaptability improvement of the PrimaryCaps layer

Parameter CapsNet AEC

Input feature map 20 × 20 × 1 28 × 28 × 256

Number of convolution kernels 256 256

Kernel size 9 × 9 × 1 3 × 3 × 256

Step of convolution movement 2 2

Size of the output feature map 6 × 6 × 256 14 × 14 × 256

Number of the output features 9216 50,176

Number of the sealed capsules 1152 6272

Size of the sealed capsules 8 × 1 8 × 1

Table 2 Adaptability improvement of the DigitCaps layer

Parameter CapsNet AEC

Matrix of the number of the 
feature capsule

1 × 1152 1 × 6272

Weight matrix 1152 × 10 6272 × 6

Matrix of the number of the 
category capsules

10 × 1 6 × 1
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Datasets

(1) Murals. The composition of Dunhuang murals is 
not limited by time, place and natural environment. 
Dunhuang murals differ essentially from natural 
images in terms of color, decoration and texture. 
These differences are specified as follows:

   First, the textures of the mural images are more 
complex. As these images were painted on the wall, 
their textures are more complex than those of the 
natural images captured by cameras.

   Second, there are color gradient changes in mural 
images. The paint for mural images was mineral 
pigments, and the size of the painted area was nor-
mally large. Compared with natural images, mural 
images exhibit certain subjective intentionality in 
paint use.

   Third, the content of mural images is diverse. 
Dunhuang murals described diverse artistic char-
acters, such as people, Buddha, Bodhisattva and 
buildings.

   Fourth, mural images exhibit subjectivity and 
polysemy.

   In addition, mural images produced in differ-
ent dynasties also vary greatly in color [22], artistic 
styles and semantic features [23]. All natural and 
mural images taken by digital cameras have noise. 
Image noise due to long exposure, image noise due 
to image compression in a JPEG format and image 
noise due to fuzzy filtering all increase noise effect 
on the image. The pattern of noise in digital images 
exhibits the dispersion of irregular, abrupt points 
in continuous tones [24]. Reasonable use of noise 
in mural images can improve model performance 
and verify the effectiveness of the model in mural 
dynasty recognition.

(2) Content of the datasets. In this study, all images 
in the Dunhuang mural image dataset (DH1926) 
were from the electronic resource album Complete 
works of Dunhuang murals in China. According to 
the time labels annotated in this album, these mural 
images were divided into categories of Northern 
Wei, Northern Zhou, Sui, Tang, Five, and West 
Wei dynasties. A total of 1926 mural images were 
collected. The number distribution of the mural 
images in each category is summarized in Table 3, 
and typical images in each dynasty are shown in 
Fig. 4.

   The mural images from different dynasties shown 
in Fig. 4 have unique features in color and compo-
sition. The mural images from the Northern Wei 
and Western Wei categories used red clay as the 

base, with vivid colors but still composition and 
lines. From the Sui dynasty, mural images started 
to fuse with foreign cultural elements, and land-
scape paintings began to emerge. The mural images 
from the Tang dynasty are exquisite in character 
postures, colors and compositions, with red and 
green as commonly used colors. The characters in 
the images are characterized with mellow complex-
ion, which are made of white powder. Murals from 
the Song dynasty in the Five Dynasties period are 
primarily characterized by the lightly green color; 
compared those produced in other dynasties, the 
mural images exhibit more flavor of life in content.

   Due to the limited resources of mural images, 
insufficient training or overfitting may occur. To 
prevent these problems, we normalized the images 
to a pixel size of 224 × 224, and then, we processed 
the original images using data enhancement to 
expand the number of the mural images from the 
original 1926 sheets to the current 9630 sheets. 
Some examples of the images after enhancement 
are shown in Fig. 5. The methods for data enhance-
ment used in this study included 1.5 times bright-
ening, 90° rotation, 45°rotation and noise addition. 
In the mural image set of each dynasty, we ran-
domly selected 40 original mural images. These 
images and their corresponding images obtained 
after data enhancement, with a total number of 200, 
are included in the testing set. Therefore, the test-
ing set contained 1200 images in total (as a total of 
six dynasties were involved). The remaining images, 
including the enhanced ones, constituted the train-
ing set. The number of images of different catego-
ries and those of the training and testing sets are 
summarized in Table 4.

   As shown in Table  4, the total number of the 
mural images is 9603 after data enhancement. 
Expert assessments and the comparison between 
the experimental outcomes and the annotations of 

Table 3 Data composition of the DH1926 dataset

Mural dynasty category Original 
quantity 
(sheets)

Northern Wei Dynasty 303

Northern Zhou Dynasty 276

Sui Dynasty 271

Tang Dynasty 341

The Five Dynasties 270

Western Wei Dynasty 465

Total 1926
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the producing dynasties validated the feasibility of 
the algorithm used in this study over the DH1926 
data set.

Experimental procedures

(1) Determination of the number of the convolution 
layers. In this study, we added the number of the 
convolution layers based on the original capsule 
network to improve the expressiveness of the model 
and to extract the high-level features of the mural 
images. To validate the effect of the number of the 
convolution layers on the expressiveness of the net-
work, we performed comparison experiments in 

three conditions, i.e., cov-1 (one convolution layer), 
cov-2 (two convolution layers) and cov-3 (three 
convolution layers). The results are shown Fig. 6.

   As shown in Fig. 6, with the increase in the num-
ber of the convolution layers, the depth of the net-
work increases, and cov-3 exhibits a higher recog-
nition accuracy than the remaining models. The 
reason for this result is that the increase in the 
number of the convolution layers enhances the fea-
ture expressiveness of the model, which benefits the 
extraction of abundant local features.

Fig. 4 Sample images of various dynasties
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   Model parameter setting. After repeated param-
eter tuning and experiments, the parameters of 
the model were set as follows: learning rate, 0.001; 
batch size, 8; epoch value, 50; iterations of route 
update, 3; optimizer, Adam; and activation function, 
Leaky ReLU. The network contains three convolu-
tion layers, a feature capsule layer and a category 
capsule layer.

Results and discussion
To demonstrate the satisfactory recognition and clas-
sification performance of the proposed ACEN, we per-
formed comparison experiments from two perspectives. 
First, we tested the efficacies of different activation func-
tions and optimization functions over the DH1926 data 
set based on the network we proposed in this study. 

Then, we compared the performance of the proposed 
network with those of the capsule network CapsNet [10], 
the VGG16 CNN [15] and the modified CNN convolu-
tional pooling-convolutional pooling convolutional net-
work (CPCPC) over DH1926.

Comparisons among different activation functions
In this experiment, we used three different activation 
functions, including ReLU, Leaky ReLU and ELU, to 
assess the final experimental outcomes of the models 
and their performances during training. The considered 
indices included average loss, accuracy, average preci-
sion (mAP), recall rate, average recall rate (mAR), and the 
comprehensive assessment value F1.

Average loss refers to the average value of the margin 
losses for all the images in one test. Accuracy is the ratio 

Fig. 5 Examples of the images after data enhancement
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between the correct number of samples and the number 
of all samples in a test. Precision is the ratio of the num-
ber of correct samples in a certain category to the total 
number of retrievals. mAP is the average of the preci-
sions for all the categories. Recall rate is the proportion 
of the correct samples in a certain category, and mAR is 
the average of the recall rates for all the categories. F1 
is the weighted harmonic average of the precision and 
accuracy, which is calculated as follows:

Validation of the activation function
The performance of the activation function Leaky ReLU 
was compared with those of ReLU and ELU, and the vari-
ations of the loss results are shown in Fig. 7(a). In this fig-
ure panel, step in the x axis means the label every eight 
tests and Loss in the y axis means the total of the average 

(8)F1 =
2 ·mAP ·mAR

mAP +mAR

margin loss value of the eight tests. Among the three 
considered functions, the loss results of Leaky ReLU are 
basically the smallest at all steps, which indicates that 
under the same condition of training times, Leaky ReLU 
is the most effective function for feature standardization.

The variations of the accuracies of the three functions 
are shown in Fig.  7(b). Under the same training times, 
Leaky ReLU achieves the highest accuracy. Leaky ReLU 
also outperforms the remaining functions in terms of the 
average precision, average recall rate and F1 (Fig. 7(c)).

Comparisons among different optimizers
We compared the performances of five commonly-used 
optimization functions in the method proposed in this 
study.

The mAP, mAR and mF1 results of the last test are 
shown in Fig.  8. The Adam algorithm outperforms the 
remaining algorithms in all these investigated indices, 
and therefore is more suitable for the ACEN.

Validation of the influence of color and texture 
on the experimental results
In dynasty recognition, the color, textures and painting 
styles of mural images have great influence on experi-
mental outcomes. Painting styles are a color-based mani-
festation, and the dynasty recognition accuracy for mural 
images with great differences in color and texture is high. 
Therefore, we performed the comparison experiments 
along the following two lines:

(1) To validate the influence of the color of mural 
images on the results of dynasty recognition, we 
selected part of the images for color modifications 
(an example is shown in Fig.  9), which were then 
subjected to dynasty recognition;

(2) To validate the influence of the textures of mural 
images on the results of dynasty recognition, we 
adjusted the resolutions of some mural images, 
which were then subjected to dynasty identification, 
considering that the variations of the image resolu-
tion will directly affect the calculation of the texture 
feature of the image.

As shown in Table  5, after an increase in the gray 
value and color reversing, both recognition accuracies 
decreases, with an average decrease of 46%; after the sat-
uration increase, the recognition accuracy decreases by 
4%. These results indicate that the model proposed in this 
study failed to extract the abundant color features of the 
mural images after part of the features were lost, which 
led to unsatisfactory feature learning and classification in 
dynasty identification.

Table 4 Distribution of the data in different sets

Data set Data 
enhancement 
(sheet number)

Training 
set (sheet 
number)

Test set 
(sheet 
number)

Northern Wei 
Dynasty

1515 1315 200

Northern Zhou 
Dynasty

1380 1180 200

Sui Dynasty 1355 1155 200

Tang Dynasty 1705 1505 200

The Five Dynasties 1350 1150 200

Western Wei Dynasty 2325 2125 200

Total 9630 8430 1200

Fig. 6 Accuracy comparisons among the models with different 
numbers of convolution layers
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As texture feature can be influenced by resolution, we 
expanded the original resolution of the images to 3 times 
and 5 times, and the results of the identification accuracy 
of the proposed model were summarized in Table 6.

As shown in Table  6, with an increase in the resolu-
tion, the texture features of the images turn more vague, 
and consequently, the final identification accuracy for the 
images decreases.

As shown in Tables 5 and 6, compared with the changes 
in the color features of the images, the changes in the tex-
ture features had less noticeable influence on the final 
dynasty identification accuracy of the model proposed 
in this study. Therefore, color features played a critical 

role in the mural dynasty identification of the model pro-
posed in this study.

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed model in 
exacting the color and texture features of mural images, 
we compared the classification outcomes of the model 
proposed in this study with those of other modified algo-
rithms and models using the constructed DH1926 as the 
test data set, and the results are summarized in Table 7.

As shown in Table  7, the final identification accu-
racy of the algorithm proposed in this study reached 
up to 84.44%. The main reason for this improvement is 
that the three added convolution layers helped extract 
more local features of the images, and therefore, had a 

Fig. 7 Comparison of the results of different activation functions. a Loss results of different activation functions. b Accuracy results of different 
activation functions. c Comparison of the assessment indices of different activation functions
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more satisfactory color feature extraction and recogni-
tion effect. Noticeably, the accuracies of the algorithm 
proposed in this study were high for the Northern Wei, 
Northern Zhou, Sui and Western Wei dynasties but low 
for the Tang dynasty and Five Dynasties. Presumably, 
the murals of the Tang dynasty primarily used red and 
green in color, which is similar to light green used in 

the Five Dynasties and red used in the Northern Zhou 
and Western Wei dynasties; in addition, these murals 
have great similarities with those painted in other 
dynasties in character composition and painting lines. 
These factors lead to difficulties in identifying and clas-
sifying the extracted color features. The murals of the 
Five Dynasties were drawn by referring to the murals 
of the Tang Dynasty, and therefore, they bear similari-
ties with those in the Tang Dynasty, no matter in color 
and painting style or in painting stroke features. For 
instance, the maid figure in the Five Dynasties contin-
ued the plump and mellow characteristics embraced 
by the Tang Dynasty; furthermore, the painting style of 
the images produced in the Five Dynasties also contin-
ued the style popularized in the Tang Dynasty, which 
included figure posture, clothing and headdress. There-
fore, it is likely to misclassify the murals in the Five 

Dynasties with those in other dynasties.
Figure  10 shows the confusion matrix of the results 

of the proposed model in the final test over the six 
dynasty data sets. The proposed model has satisfac-
tory performance for Five Dynasties, Northern Wei, 
Northern Zhou, Sui, five and Western Wei. However, 
its accuracy is low when used for the classification of 
the murals painted in similar ages. As shown in Fig. 10, 

Fig. 8 Comparison of the results of different optimization algorithms

Fig. 9 Color adjustment of the mural image. a The original image (299 × 299). b After the gray value is increased. c After the saturation is increased. 
d After color reversing

Table 5 Comparison of the dynasty recognition accuracy of 
mural images with different color features

Data in this table represents the proportion of the images recognized in 
accordance with the preset dynasty labels

Adjustment Accuracy/%

Original image 95.89

Gray value increase 37.56

Saturation increase 91.86

Color reversing 60.54

Table 6 Dynasty identification accuracies of the mural images 
with different color features

Data in this table represents the proportion of the images recognized in 
accordance with the preset dynasty labels

Resolution Accuracy/%

299 × 299 95.89

897 × 897 80.23

1495 × 1495 38.24
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the model proposed in this study has the best classifica-
tion effect for the murals painted in Sui Dynasty but the 
worst effect for those painted in Tang Dynasty.

Overall structure validation
In the same hardware and software environment, we 
compared the performance of the overall structure of the 
model proposed in this study with those of VGG16 [25], 
CPCPC and CapsNet [11].

VGG16 was composed of 13 convolution layers, 5 pool-
ing layers and 2 fully-connected layers. In the pooling 
layers, convolution operations were accomplished with 
different number of convolution kernels with a size of 
3 × 3 and a step of 1. In each of the pooling layers, maxi-
mum pooling was operated with a sliding window with 
a size of 2 × 2 and a step of 2. The two fully-connected 

layers contained 1024 and 6 nodes, respectively. The 
CPCPC network consisted of 3 convolution layers, 2 
pooling layers and 2 fully-connected layers. The convo-
lution layer contained different numbers of convolution 
kernels with a size of 3 × 3 and a step of 2. The settings of 
the pooling layers and fully-connected layers were con-
sistent to those of the VGG16 network.

We applied the constructed mural image data set in the 
four neural networks and trained the networks till the 
best outcomes were achieved. The comparison results of 

Table 7 Comparison of the classification accuracies of different models

Category Reference [14] Reference [25] Reference [26] Reference [27] AECN

Northern Wei Dynasty 90.63 89.63 90.32 89.68 92.41

Northern Zhou Dynasty 81.45 86.95 85.38 86.53 87.91

Sui Dynasty 93.16 94.45 91.74 92.57 96.11

Tang Dynasty 56.42 63.42 57.98 70.34 65.27

The Five Dynasties 81.24 78.87 72.42 76.78 79.61

Western Wei Dynasty 80.51 83.66 78.63 82.56 85.35

Average 80.57 82.83 79.41 83.07 84.44

Fig. 10 Confusion matrix of the model proposed in this study 
according to the last test. The numbers in the axes, i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
and 6, represent the Northern Wei, Northern Zhou, Sui, Tang, Five 
Dynasties and Western Wei historical periods, respectively. The 
numbers in the matrix indicate the percentages of the numbers of 
accurate or inaccurate classifications (e.g., 0.94 means 94%), and a 
deeper color indicates a larger number

Table 8 Comparison of the experimental results of the four 
different neural networks

Network Accuracy/% mAP/% mAR/% mF1/%

AECN 84.44 83.96 83.75 82.36

VGG16 16.5 28.33 16.67 2.75

CapsNet 72.83 73.51 72.97 74.07

CPCPC 17.67 5.00 16.67 2.94

Fig. 11 Comparison of the accuracies of different models for the 
dynasty recognition of mural images
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the four networks in terms of the accuracy, mAP, mAR 
and mF1 are summarized in Table 8 and Fig. 11.

The results given in Table 8 and Fig. 11 lead to the fol-
lowing findings:

(1) Both VGG16 and CPCPC suffered overfitting after 
certain times of training, whereas no overfitting 
occurred to CapsNet and ACEN during the entire 
training process. This finding indicates that com-
pared with the two-dimensional features extracted 
by the traditional convolution networks, the high-
dimensional features obtained by capsule networks 
can better extract the features of mural images.

(2) Overfitting occurred earlier to VGG16 than to 
CPCPC. The reason for this phenomenon may be 
as follows. In CPCPC, the decreased number of the 
network layers did not cause overextraction or loss 
of the image features. In contrast, in VGG16, the 
increased numbers of the convolution layers and 
pooling layers caused overextraction of the image 
features, which was harmful to the improvement of 
the final classification accuracy. Therefore, in actual 
practice, the number of network layers should be 
adapted according to different data sets.

(3) The proposed AECN outperformed CapsNet in 
both mural recognition and classification. This find-
ing indicates that compared with the mode of direct 
high-dimensional features extraction from the orig-
inal image, that of the addition of preconvolution 
layers for high-level feature extraction followed by 
transformation of the extracted two-dimensional 
feature into high-dimensional features for train-
ing is more suitable for the dynasty classification of 
mural images.

Conclusions
In this study, we proposed an AECN model for the 
identification and classification of the ancient murals 
in Mogao Grottoes. In this model, we retained the 
merits of capsule network in image feature extraction. 
Targeting at the complexity of the extracted features 
of ancient mural images, we increased the number of 
convolution layers for preconvolution operation, per-
formed adaptive modifications for the parameters of 
the feature capsule layers of the original capsule net-
work based on even activation across the convolution 
layers, and utilized an adaptive optimization algorithm 
to improve the smoothness of the model. The validation 
experiments of the activation functions and optimiza-
tion methods of the ACEN, as well as comparisons of 
the performance of the AECN with those of other mod-
ified algorithms, indicated that the performance of the 

ACEN in the dynasty recognition was more satisfactory 
than any other considered network, which is, therefore, 
of certain realistic and practical significance.

Nevertheless, the dynasty recognition performance of 
the model proposed in this study primarily relied on the 
extraction of such features as color and texture from 
the mural image. Therefore, the resolution of a mural 
image serves as a critical factor for the final accuracy 
achieved by the model. Mural images in low resolu-
tion may have the deficits of insufficient color and une-
ven texture, leading to failure in detailed information 
extraction. Furthermore, the analysis of the single cat-
egory results in this study showed that the fluctuation 
effects of the test results for different categories varied, 
and for some categories, the convergence of the model 
was not satisfactory, which led to negative influence on 
the final outcomes. In the future, therefore, to further 
improve the final classification accuracy of the pro-
posed model, find the reasons that lead to the instabil-
ity of the test results for some categories and the poor 
training effect, and explore how to accurately extract 
the color and texture features of mural images for more 
accurate dynasty classification of mural images will be 
important research directions. In addition, the images 
used for testing and training in this study were all Chi-
nese mural images. Whether the proposed model can 
achieve similar accuracy in historical period identifi-
cation for images from other countries remains to be 
verified.
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